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ABSTRACT 

In this paper two numerical methods, a discrete difference and a spectral 

method, are given to solve a stochastic Fredholm integral equation. Theoretical 

support is provided to show that a solution does exist to the equation, and that 

both methods converge to this solution. 

In addition, three numerical examples are provided, one that uses only the 

difference method and two that use both methods, to show that both methods do 

approximate the solution to the problem. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper two numerical methods to solve stochastic Fredholm integral 

equations are presented. The first, and most general method, is a discrete 

difference method that can be applied to a wide variety of kemels. The second 

is a more restrictive spectral approximation which can only be used on kemels 

that meet special conditions. For both methods, theoretical and experimental 

results are given to show that the exact solution can be approximated. Three 

different numerical examples are considered. 

This paper is motivated originally by a paper by Buckdahn and Pardoux 

[1] on stochastic partial differential equations. Buckdahn and Pardoux consider 

a particular SPDE: 

-AM(JC)+/(M(JC)) = g(x)+W(x), xeD d-D 

where u(x) = 0 on the boundary of D. Note that dW(x) is a standard Wiener 

process. Interestingly, Buckdahn and Pardoux show that equation (1.1) is 

equivalent to a stochastic Fredhohn integral equation of the form: 

uix)+f k{x,y)u(y)dy = [ k(x,y)g(y)dy+f k{x,y)dW(y), xeD (1.2) 
J D ^ D '' ^ 



where u(x) satisfies the same condition as above. Also shown is that equation 

(1.2) has a unique solution. In this paper it will be shown that both numerical 

methods converge to this solution. 

In the present investigation, the domain D is, without loss of generality, 

set equal to [0,1], and the stochastic Fredholm integral equation considered is 

generalized to the form: 

^(x) =bj \xM(t)dt+F(x) +1 'k(x,t)dW(t). (1.3) 

Equations of this type can be used in a variety of modeling applications. 

In Bhamcha-Reid [2], an example is given where wave propagation in random 

media can be studied using a random Fredholm equation. This equation differs, 

however, from equation (1.3), most notably in that the random Fredholm 

equation that arises has a stochastic kemel. Another application can be seen in 

Allen and Nunn [3]. In this paper the authors provide applications for an 

equation like (1.1) in neutron transport. Since equation (1.1) is equivalent to 

equation (1.3), this equation is useful in such applications. 



CHAPTER II 

DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL METHODS 

In this chapter, two different numerical methods are described for solving 

equation (1.3). Both methods are developed from standard numerical techniques 

used to solve nonstochastic Fredhohn integral equations. Chapters III and IV 

provide theoretical and experimental support to these numerical methods for 

approximating stochastic Fredholm integral equations. 

Approximation method 1 - Difference method 

The first method to consider is a difference method. The rectangular 

rule is applied to approximate the first integral in (1.3) and a standard Ito 

integral approximation is applied to the second integral with the Wiener process. 

The iterative scheme used is thus: 
n n 

^(x^^b£ k(x.,t^<\>(t^)^x + F(x.) + E Kx.,t){{^y\) . (2.1) 

This difference method is similar to standard approaches for nonstochastic 

Fredholm integral equations except for the Ito integral. The "n .'s are random 

numbers distributed in a standard normal distribution. 

To implement this iterative scheme, a program (stofred2.f) was written in 

Fortran 77 and is included in Appendix B. A popular random number generator 



along with the Box - Muller method [4] was used to generate the T| .'s so that 

they would be standard normally distributed. 

One distinct advantage of this technique over the spectral technique is the 

ease of modifying the code for different kemels. The actual kemel can be 

vmtten into the code very quickly allowing for simple changes. This is not the 

case with the spectral method, as will be seen shortly. 

Approximation Method 2 - Spectral method 

The second approximation used is a spectral approach. Consider again 

equation (1.1), the original SPDE that is the motivation for this paper. If k(x,t) 

is symmetric and complete, then a complete set of eigenfunctions exist to the 

kemel [5]. This particular SPDE can be approximated using eigenfunction 

expansion for complete, symmetric kemels. Thus, it is reasonable to 

approximate equation (1.3) by: 

(|)(x)=E^„4) W ^^'^^ 
• ^ ^ in tn 
m=l 

where (|) (jc), m=l,2,...N, are the eigenfunctions. To solve for the coefficients 
m 

A the approximation for (j)(x) can be substituted into (1.3) In both numerical 

experiments that apply the spectral approach, the eigenfunctions are sin(m7i;:). 



indeed it is done in program stofredl.f. The difficult and cumbersome part in 

the implementation of this method involves solving for the coefficients A . For 

each new choice of kemel these coefficients are required, so this method is not 

as easily modified as the difference method. 

One other consideration for the spectral approximation that is not as 

serious for the difference method is the restrictions on the kemel. As will be 

explained in more detail in the next chapter, the spectral approximation can only 

be used for problems that have a real, symmetric, and complete kemel. This is 

required in addition to the three conditions necessary for the discrete case, so 

the spectral approximation is a more limited than the difference method. Thus, 

the difference method is a more general method for solving stochastic Fredholm 

integral equations. 



CHAPTER m 

ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL METHODS 

In this chapter theoretical support for the approxunations to (1.3) is 

provided. Also, an error analysis is given. 

Consider: 

^(x) =b f ^k(xM(t)dt+Fix) +G(x) (3.1) 
Jo 

where G(x)= f k(x,t)dW(t). The following assumptions are made: 
Jo 

(a) FeC[0,l] and F (JC) is a.s continuous. 

(b) b^f^fV(x,t)dxdt ^ X < 1. 
Jo Jo '0 JO 

2 

(c) keC ([0,l]jc[0,l]) or, as a special case, k(x,t)=Tmn(x,t)-xt. 

Note 1: A fourth assumption, that k(x,t) is a real, symmetric and complete 

kemel, will be introduced later when spectral approximations are considered. 

This fourth assumption is not needed for the discrete approximation to (3.1). 

Note 2: By assumption (c), it is easy to show that there exists a positive 

number L such that: 

I k(x^,t;)-k(x^,t^)\ ^ L{\ x^-xj +1 t^-tj^) for x^,t^^^,t^e[0,l]. 



Lemma 1 G(x) and G'(x) are a.s. continuous functions. 

Proof Suppose that A;6C^([0,1]40,1]). Th&n G\x)=f^k (x,t)dW(t) and 
JQ X 

EiG\x+Ax)-G\x)f=Eif'k (x-^Ax,t)-k (x,t))dW(t)f 
Jo X X 

= f\kix+Ax,t)-k(x,t)fdt 
Jo X X 

=Ax f k (^(x),t)dt, by Taylor expansion. 
J Q XX 

Thus, by Kolmogorov's criterion [5], G' is equivalent with probability 1 to a 

continuous function. 

Now suppose that k=Tmi{x,t)-xt. Then: 

G{x) - r \t-xt)dW{t) + r \x-xt)dW{t) 

= r \t-xt)dW{t) - f \x-xt)dW(t) + f \x-xt)dW(t) 
Jo Jo Jo 

= f \t-x)dW(t) +x f \l -t)dW(t) 
Jo Jo 

and thus G '(x) =f\-l)dW(t) +f\l -t)dW(t). Consequently, 
Jo Jo 

G\x) = -(Wix)-W(0))^[\^-t)dW(t)=W(l)-Wix)-f^tdWit) 
Jo Jo 

so G'(x) is a.s continuous. 

Lemma 2 If s(x) = f ^k(x,t)v(t)dt and v6C[0,l], then seC ^[0,1]. 
Jo 

Proof Suppose k(x^) =min(jc,0 -xt. Then six) =j \t-xt)v{t)dt+j \x-xt)v(t)dt 

= f \t-x)vit)dt+ f \x-xt)v(t)dt. 
Jo Jo 



Thus, s (x)=f^'-vmt+f\l-t)v(t)dt, so s'(x)6C[0,l]. If kec\[0,l]x[0,l]) the 

proof is immediate. 

7 

Note 3 If (})6L [0,1] satisfies (3.1), then ^ is a.s. continuous. To see this, 

note that by Lemma 1, G(x) is a.s. continuous. Then given € > 0, there is a 

6(e) > 0 such that: 

\^ix^)-i^(x^)\ ^ 

b\ f\k(x^,t)-kix^,t)m)dt\ f| F{x^)-F{x^)\ +1 G(x^)-G(x^)\ 

b(f\ kix^,t)-kix^,t)\ W\lW(t)dtf^A F{x^)-F{x^\ -Hi G(jcp-G(xp| 

^ 6 for \x^-x^ < 6(e). 

Note 4 By assumption (a) and Lemmas 1 and 2 and the above note, 

if(j)6L [0,1] satisfies (3.1), then (|)(jc) is a.s. continuous. 

2 

Theorem 1 (3.1) has a unique solution ^eL [0,1]. 

Proof Let sequence [(j) (x)]" „ be defmed by ^Xx)=Q and 

(j) (x)=b{\xM (t)dt+F(x)+G(x) 
m+l J o "• 

for m=0,l,... Then (j) f;c)-(t) (J:) = bf'k(x,m(t)-<^„ Mdt. Thus, 



Since b f f k {x,t)dxdt < 1, [(|) ]" is a Cauchy sequence in I ^[0,1] and 
JQ Jo m m=0 

hence convergent to the limit ^(x). 

If i|f(x) is another solution, then it is easily seen that 

f\<^(x)-}^(x)fdx =0 so (|)(jc) = i|r(jc). 
Jo 

Approximation Method 1 - Difference Method 

Consider 

Af-l J-1 

(|) =bYi Kx ,y ) ^ Ax + F(x) + Y,KxJ)-^f.{K~x) (3.2) 

where Ax = —, y =mAx, m=0,l,-.M and Ax=-, y.=jAx, j=0,l,..J. Note 
M "* J J 

that J and M are not necessarily the same. 

Now consider again (3.1): 

(|)(x )=bf^k(x M(y)dy + F(x) + G(x ). (3.3) 
n Jo " n n 

Subtracting (3.2) and (3.3) gives: 

M-l y 

<l>(:c )-c|) -bY, ( ''''[k(xy)<^(y)-k(x^,yj^jdy -H E^ (3.4) 

j - i 

Ai. where E =f^k(x ,y)dW(y)-Y.k(x,y)r\. 
J Jo " ;=0 •' ^ 

9 



First consider the fu-st term on the right-hand side of (3.4). This can be 

put into the form: 

^-^ .y. 
^E f "^'[Kx,y)m-Kx ,y )(t) ]dy (3.5) 

IB=0 Jy " n m m 

""-' ,y. 
^E f "\Kx,y)-k{xyM(yyKxym(y)-6)]dy. 

„-n Jv " n m n m m m=0 •'y 

Thus, by letting <|)(y)=4>Cy„)+<l>(̂  JCy'yJ (since (j) (y) is a.s. continuous), (3.4) 

becomes: 

M m ffi 

Af-l Af-l 

M 

Ol-X "' - y 

where H = Y, bk(x ,y )((J)(y )-(|) )Ax, F= bY^ f "^'[k(x y)-k(x yM(y)dy 
M •̂ TL n m m m "J _ n Jv " n m 

m=0 m=0 "'J'„ and 

Jlf-l y 

G= bY f ""kixyW^^Jiy-yJdy. 
M *~Z\ Jy n m m m m=0 •'y 

Part 1. Consider Ej. 
j - i 

E{E])=E{{\X ,y)dW{y)-YKxS}y\Mf 
J Jo " }=0 " J J 

^E(£ I'E [f̂ "̂ (̂  ,y)-KxJ)dW(y)f) 

^-^ y 2 

•̂ ' .y))dy = J E f ^"(fc(^„.>')-^(^„'y; 

10 



^-1 ^ 

T fr'L'(y-yfdy 
j=o Jy, J 

, ^ , 2 ( A x ) ' LV ^ 3 L ' 
-JYL —- = -—(Axf = -Ax. 

j=o o 3 3 

L 
Thus, E(E^ ^ —Ax. 

J 3 
Part 2. Consider F^. 

Fj' ^ *'[i; (/'"•'« ,̂j)-*tc^o'„)f«')'"(f'-<t.'w<fy)"^^ 
^ m=0 Jy " " "• Jy 

I" m 

M-1 y Af-l 

^ «> E f '""(fc(̂ „,}')-% ,y ))'^E f "^'Cy)^. 
in=oJy„ " " "• m=oJy 

Thus, 
M - l 

E(FI) ^ b\Ef'^'(y)dy]L'Y: ( "^'(y-y fdy 
" Jo m=oJy_ " 

b\Er^\)dy\L'\Ay\ 
Jo 3 

Thus, £ ( F ^ = OiiAx)\ 

Part 3. Consider G^. 

^ ^ E (4>'(L))'[ max fc'(x,y)]^ . 
A f m = 0 "• Oi;c,y^l ^ 

Thus, £(G^J ^ i»^max[£((|)'(x))^[maxfc^(x,y)]—^. Hence, 
^ X 0«.y^l ^ 

EiG^) = O(Ax'). 

Thus, by parts 1, 2, and 3: 

11 



*(̂ „> A = ^M^^M, ^h^^« ^ ( V ' " ^:(A^)'-c^(Ax). 

and ^ = bY f"^'f^(xy)ii^(y )-(!) )rfy 
»i=0 Jy " m m 

M-l M-l 
2 

^ ^(E ^ (V.)^^)'''(E (̂ (y )-* )'Ax)̂ '̂  = ^ 
in=0 

Thus, 

\2 ^ ^ 2 „ , - , , ,2 

and 

mx )-^f ^ K^iH I +/̂  

M-l M-l M-l M-l 

E «i>(̂  )-4))' ^ E C^2E ^ / +E / ' • 

Hence, 

M-l M-l M-l M-l M-l 

E «I>(A;„)-<I>/AAP . Y, ^>^-2(E ^ > ) ' " ( E C A ^ ) ' " - E / > ^ -

But 
M-l M-l M-l M-l 

E HIAX = ib'Y: E ^ W )AxAx)(E (<^(y ) -* )'AX) 
«=1 ** m=0 /i=0 " "• m=0 '" "* 

and 
M-l 

£ ( E / ' AX) ^ C^(AX)'-HC^(AX). 
"-0 M-l 

Thus, A^ £ fi^A^+Z45C+C^ where A^ = E (4)(x^)-(|)p^Ax, 
M-l M-l M-l «=0 

2 , 2 Y ^ X^ ,2, X A A , ^ 2 V ^ , 2 A T 2 
B = i* E E ^ (^ .y )AxAx and C = E ^ Ax = / 

m=0 n=0 " "• «=0 ^'^ 

Hence, 

E(A^ ^ EiA^)B^+2(E(AY'^BiE(cY'^^EiC^ 

If B^ < 1, then: 

(l-B^)E(Ay2B(EiC^)"^(E(A^))"^-EiC^ £ 0. 

12 



Thus, 

(£(^2^)1/2 ^ (£ (C^)^^2^^^4^^£(C^^4£(C^(1-^ 

2 ( 1 - 5 ^ 
So, 

(£(^2^)1/2 ^ i^-B)iE{c')f^ _ JEJCY' 

H-B") 1-5 • 
Thus, 

^C^ "̂) ^ ^ ^ c^(Ax)^c^(Ax) 

where 
M-l 

E(A^ =E(£('\>(x)-<^fAx). 
n=0 " » 

M-l M-l 

Note: As B^ - b^Y E k\x ,y )Ax' - f fVk\x,y)dxdy ^X < 1, for M 
in=0 71=0 " "• Jo Jo 

sufficiently large B^ < 1. Also if maxfc^A;̂ (x,y) < 1, then immediately B^ < 
Oixjisl 

1. 

Hence, for the difference scheme, 
M-l 

^ [ E mx)-(l>fAx] ^ c(Axf+c(Ax). 

for M sufficiently large. 

Approximation Method 2 - Spectral Method 

Consider again equation (3.1). For the analysis in this section a fourth 

assumption is made. Specifically, 

(d) k(x,y) is a real-symmetric complete kemel. 

Note that the special case ^(x,>')=min(x,>')-xy is a real-symmetric complete 

13 



kemel. 

By assumption (d), k(x,t) has a complete set of orthogonal eigenfunctions 

n n-i 

Also, ^(x,y)=E i-<l) (̂ )4) (y) where ^ (x)=X f^k(x,y)(^ (y)dy. Consider an 
n=l A " " " "Jo « 

n 

approximation of ^(x) by eigenfunction expansion. 
_ N N Let i ( x ) = E c (j) (X), F ( x ) = E / <l> (•^)=A^) and 

« _ i « n 1 m 771 
N .i " ^ "> = ! 

fey)=E^<l>„W*„(y)-
n=l A 

_ n 

Let (|) satisfy: 

N N N J-l 

E c (|) (X) = bf'kix,y)YcX(y)dy ^ E/„4> (^) + Y:k(x,y)7].^ (3.6) 
n=l " " Jo n=l " " t< " " M ^ ^ 

Note that G(x) fi-om equation (3.1) is approximated by the same expression as in 

the discrete method (3.2). 

To find c , the iimer product of both sides of (3.1) is taken with (j),(x). 
n « 

Assume also that ((^.(^ )=f%(x)^ (x)dx=6 . 
I tn JQ I m M 

Then, 

c, = (b£c^(^ ix)Mx)) + / + E f'k(x,y)r)JM(\>fx)dx. 
' n ^ " A " ' ' y=0 J o J J 

n 

Hence, 
be J-i 1 

So 

14 



b ^ 1 
^ ( l - y ) = / ; + Z^Y^P^^jyf^ for / = l,2,...Ar determines c .̂ 

Note that — < 1 far l=l,2,...N., which is implied by b^ f^ f^k\x,t)dxdt <1. 
'̂ ; Jo Jo 

We now wish to fmd the error in the approximation given by 
_ ^ 

n=l " " 

Consider (3.1) and (3.6). (3.6) can be written as: 

(j)(x) = bf\x,y)<^(y)dy + F(x) + Yk(x,y)^.JM, (3.7) 
Jo i-n I ]' 

Subtracting (3.1) and (3.7) yields: 
_ _ j - \ 

(|)(x)-(|)(x) = b\'k{x,y){<^(y)-^iy))dy + iFix)-F{x)) + {('k(x,y)dW(y)-Y,Kx.y)^.JM) 
Jo Jo j ^ J p 

Thus, 

(t)(x)-$(x) = b['kix,y)i^(y)-i(y))dy + E (x) 
Jo J^ j_^ 

where £,^(x) = F{x)-F(x)^E (x) and F/x) = f V,}')rfW^(y)-E*(^.>')^ v/Ai-
J/» J J Jo y ^ J ;'' 

Hence, 

((i)(x)-$(x))' ^ fc7'^'(^'>')^f'(*(y)-*(>'»'^ 
Jo Jo 

+ 2b{p^k\x,y)dy)'''q\<^iy)-^(y)fdyf^\ Ej/x)\ + £:;^(x). 

Thus, 

p{(^{x)-lix)fdx ^ b^piy{x,y)dxdyj\^{y)-l(y)fdy (3.8) 

15 



+ 2b(f'f'k\xj)dxdyf\f\^(y)-^(y))%)''^a'E^ (x)dx)''^ + f'E'(x)dx. 
Jo Jo Jo Jo •''" Jo •''" 

Let e^ = Eif\<^(x)-(^(x)fdx, B^ = b^f^fVix,y)dxdy < l ,and 
Jo Jo Jo 

C' = El'E](x)dx. 
JQ JJV 

Then (3.8) gives: 

€ ^ fiV + 2BCe + C^ 

Hence, (l-B^)e^ - 2eBC - C^ ^ 0. Thus, 

e <, 
2BC + ^4BV+(1-B^4C^ 2BC+2C _ C 

2(1-B^ 2(1-B^) 1"5 
Consider C . 

We have: 
J-I 

C ' = E{'E](x)dx ^ 2f\F{x)-F(x)fdx + 2£r'[r'fc(x,y)rfPr(y)-E^(^.y;^,VAfl'^. 
Jo JJv Jo Jo Jo y=0 •' •' 

B y Fubini 's theorem, 
y-i 

Ef\f 'k{x,y)dW(y) - E M :̂,}')TI . /A^] '^ 
Jo Jo /=o •' •' 

7-1 
= f'E[f 'kix,y)dW(y) - E Kx,y)r] .{A~xfdx 

Jo Jo j=0 J •̂  

^ — A x , which was shown earlier. 
3 

Consider f \F(X) -F(x)fdx. 
Jo „ 

f\Fix)-F(x)fdx = f\ E f±(^)f^ - E ^ y ^ - 0 as iV ^ CO., 
J o JO B,=JV+1 " "* "1=^+1 

oo 

where f^F\x)dx = E / by Parseval's equaUty. 
Jo m=l "" 
Thus, for the second approximation method, 

16 



Ef'mx)-(^(x)fdx ^ c Ax + c E / • 
•'O M-l _ ^ ^m-N^l "• _ 

Note that £ ( E ((J)(X^.)-(1)(X.))'AX) = £r\(l)(x)-(|)(x))'d[r ^ c Ax+c E / • 
i=0 ' ' Jo 1 ^„=N*1 "• 

That is, the form of the error expression for the spectral approximation is similar 
oo 

to that for the discrete approximation. Consider E J ^^^ some special 
m=JV+l 

cases. For example, suppose that k(x,y) = nmi(x,y)-xy. Then 

(|) (x) = ^(sin(n7rx)) 

for n=l,2,... and if F(x) is periodic and F̂ "̂ (x) is integrable, then: 

/ = O ( i - ) . and E y^ = 0 ( - ^ ) [7]. 

As a second example suppose k(x,y) arises from the solution of a 

nonsingular Sturm-Liouville problem. Then the eigenfunction 4> (x) is a 

solution to: 

-(p(x)-^ )+(A wix)-q(xM (X) = 0, p(x)>0, w(x)>0, ^(x)^0, O^x^l. 
dx dx n n n 

If F(0) = F(l) = 0 and h(0) or h(l) *0 where 

h(x) = 
-TPix) — +q(x)F(x) I - 1 

'^ "^ , then / = 0(-) and Y:f= 0 ( — ) • 
w(x) * k "•=̂ 1̂ "• N 

[5],[7]. 

17 



CHAPTER IV 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this chapter, numerical examples are presented that test the procedures 

developed in previous chapters. Considered are equations of the form: 

(j)(x)=b[ ^k(xM(t)dt+F(x) + f ^k(x,t)dW(t) 
Jo Jo 

Case 1 

Let b=0, k(x,t)=xt, F(x)=x . It can be analytically shown that: 

£((j)(x))=x^=.25 

E((^\x))=x'^+f^k\x,t)dt=x'^+x^/3=A45S3 
Jo 

O^=E((^\X))-E\(^(X))=.0S333 

Table 1 - Evaluation of Case 1 using Stofred2.f 
for X = 1/2. 

n 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

E^x)) 

0.249720 
0.255126 
0.249093 
0.248155 
0.244604 

E(.(i>\x)) 

0.0937696 
0.121417 
0.129110 
0.138503 
0.138330 

2 
O 

0.0314096 
0.0563279 
0.0670622 
0.0769226 
0.0784995 
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where each expression is evaluated at x=l/2. This particular problem does not 

give us a complete, symmetric kemel, so the spectral approach cannot be used. 

However, the discrete method can be applied. The program stofred2.f (see 

Appendix A) was run with the appropriate modifications to the code, and with 

the number of trials set to 10,000. The program was run for a variety of step 

sizes from 2 to 64. The results are tabulated in Table 1. 

Comparing these observed numerical results to the analytically obtained 

values shown above, it can be seen that the numerical approximation of 

£((|)(x)) is very close to the tme result of .25 with only n=2 steps. 

Furthermore, increasing the step size of the discrete approximation only 

introduces noise; the results do not converge any closer to .25. On the other 

hand, the approximation of £((j) (x)) is poor for a low number of steps and 

converges to the exact value for an increasing number of steps. Likewise, the 

2 

approximation of a is rough for a low number of steps, and converges to the 
2 

exact value for a larger number of steps. In addition, the approximations for a 

and £((j) (x)) given in Table 1 appear to be converging to the exact values at a 

rate proportional to 1/n which supports the theoretical results. 

This particular case serves as a good example as the difference method 

approximation can be compared with the analytic solution. Except for very 

special forms for k(x,t) and F(x), it is quite difficult to fmd analytic solutions to 

the stochastic integral equation. 
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Case 2 

Consider now a more involved case where both the discrete and spectral 

approximations can be used to determine the solution to a stochastic Fredhohn 

integral equation. In this case, let b=l, k(x,t)=Tran(x,t)-xt, and 

F(x)=f\k(x,t)dt= 
Jo 

3 

x-x 

Again, as in case 1, expectations are evaluated at x=l/2. 

First this problem will be analyzed using the discrete method. The 

iterative scheme used is: 
n n 

( t ) (x>^E%, .0*(OAx + Fix) + Y.k{x.,t){JAiy\) . 

as was discussed in previous sections. Similar to the evaluation of the problem 

in Case 1, a variety of step sizes were used, from 2 to 64, and the number of 

trials run was 20,000. Again, the program stofred2.f was used. The results are 

shown in Table 2 below: 
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Table 2 - Evaluation of Case 2 using stofred2.f 
for X = 1/2. 

n 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

£(<|)(x)) 

0.0666134 
0.0668241 
0.0661324 
0.0654875 
0.0659046 

Ei^\x)) 

0.00587185 
0.00553607 
0.00530098 
0.00521311 
0.00527907 

2 

a 

0.00143451 
0.00107061 
0.000927489 
0.000924501 
0.000935648 

Clearly, the approximations are converging to some specific values for 

Ei(^(x)), E(<^\x)) and a^. 

The theoretical results indicate that the approximations are converging to 

the exact solutions. Unfortunately, this problem is too complicated to solve 

analytically. However, as reported shortly, the spectral approximations converge 

to the same values as the discrete approximations. 

For this case, the effect of changing the number of trials was smdied 

from a low value of 1000 to the value used inTable 2, i.e., 20,000. The results 

of this study are shown m Table 3. 
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Table 3 - Varying the Number of Trials 

# trial 

1000 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 

Emx)) 

0.0657327 
0.0659791 
0.0658029 
0.0666199 
0.0659046 

E{i^\x)) 

0.00528586 
0.00527662 
0.00526108 
0.00538710 
0.00527907 

2 
0 

0.000965071 
0.000923380 
0.000931062 
0.000948882 
0.000935648 

All these trials were run with a step size of 32. As indicated in Table 3, 

varying the number of trials has little appreciable effect on the approximation 

indicating that the variability in the values is small. 

Now consider the same problem using the spectral approximation instead 

of the discrete. As described before, the spectral method is more involved and 

more restictive than the discrete, due primarily to limitations on the kemel. 

However, the kemel in this example is symmetric and complete and thus the 

spectral approximation can be used. The form of the approximation to be used 

is: 

N 

c|)(x)=E^ sin(n7i;x) 
n=l 

since sin(n7ix) are the eigenfunctions associated with this kemel and where the 

coefficients A for this particular problem are: 
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A = 
2(-i)"''^ M 2sin(n7T;x.) 

^~ 1 " "S —^( /A^)T1 . . 
(rnz) -b(mi) '=1 (nny-b 

The program stofredl.f was used to approximate the solution to this problem. 

Similar to the discrete case, the number of steps for the numerical integration 

(M) were fi-om 2 to 64. The number of terms in the Fourier expansion was 20 

and 40 for two different runs. 

Table 4 - Spectral Approx. With 20 Terms 

M 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 

Emx)) 

0.0663930 
0.0663177 
0.0669384 
0.0653720 
0.0662967 
0.0654767 

E(^\x)) 

0.00534115 
0.00520626 
0.00534644 
0.00520437 
0.00534564 
0.00518321 

2 

a 

0.000933122 
0.000878421 
0.000865689 
0.000930874 
0.000950386 
0.000896015 

and the number of trials was 20,000. The results of the run with 20 terms is 

shown in Table 4, and the 40 run case is in Table 5. 
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Table 5 - Spectral Approx. With 40 Terms 

M 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

Emx)) 

0.0684084 
0.0664248 
0.0656434 
0.0650247 
0.0665347 

£((j)'(x)) 

0.00558785 
0.00536565 
0.00527407 
0.00511507 
0.00530106 

2 

a 

0.000908148 
0.000953395 
0.000965017 
0.000886853 
0.000874193 

It is interesting to examine the effect of varying the number of steps of the 

eigenfunction expansion to see how quickly the approximation is converging. 

This experiment was performed with the number of trials fixed at 20,000 and 

the number of steps in the numerical integration fixed at 64. The results are 

shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 - Varying the Number of Terms in the 
Eigenfunction Expansion 

N 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 

Emx)) 

0.0662493 
0.0660322 
0.0660539 
0.0658782 
0.0659099 
0.0659454 

Eii^\x)) 

0.00574296 
0.00538923 
0.00531181 
0.00526285 
0.00525863 
0.00527670 

2 

a 

0.00135399 
0.00102897 
0.000948695 
0.000922916 
0.000914510 
0.000927907 

This table shows that the approximation is rough for a low number of steps, but 
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converges to the solution around sixteen steps. 

Also, the approximation via the spectral method agrees for both the 20 

and 40 step expansions with the approximation found in the discrete method. 

Thus the computational results support the theoretical results. 

Case 3 

The third case to consider is similar to the second in that both the 

spectral and discrete approaches can be used. Unfortunately, no exact solution 

can be found in this case either. Let k(x,t) be defmed as: 

4 71 71 71 
k(x,t) = —(sin(—f)-cos(—0)sin(—x),/or x^f 

71: 4 4 4 
4 . 71 ' 7 1 U 

=—(sm(—x)-cos(—x))sin(—r),/or x^t 
71 4 4 4 

Also, let F(x) = X, and evaluate the expectations at x = 1/2. 

First, examine this problem using the discrete approximation. The actual 

evaluation of this problem is like the second case: the number of trials is 

20,000, and the 

Table 7 - Evaluation of Case 3 Using stofred2.f 
for x = 1/2. 

n 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 

Emx)) 

0.465270 
0.469157 
0.468145 
0.465131 
0.467098 
0.470660 

E(^\x)) 

0.246835 
0.244516 
0.240819 
0.238089 
0.239422 
0.242404 

2 
0 

0.0303589 
0.0244082 
0.0216592 
0.0217415 
0.0212412 
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step size is from 2 to 64. The results are shown in Table 7. 

The spectral method was also applied to case 3. The form of the 

approximation is the same as in case 2, for the eigenfunctions associated with 

this kemel are the same as those associated with the kemel in case 2. The 

coefficients A„ are more complex than those in case 2, but still can be solved 

for analytically. Once again, program stofredl.f is applied to this problem. The 

number of trials is 20,000, the number of terms in the expansion is 20, and the 

step size is from 2 to 64 steps. The results are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 - Evaluation of Case 3 Using 
stofredl.f 

n 

2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 

Emx)) 

0.467013 
0.466635 
0.467237 
0.467895 
0.468009 
0.469533 

E(<^\x)) 

0.240121 
0.240590 
0.239103 
0.239216 
0.241115 
0.240982 

2 

a 

0.0220199 
0.0228418 
0.0207926 
0.0202903 
0.0220826 
0.0205208 

The results for this experiment are very close to those summarized in Table 7. 

Thus, from the results of the three cases considered, both methods for 

approximating the solution to a stochastic Fredholm integral equation are 

effective. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM ST0FRED1.F 

This Fortran 77 code is the spectral method. Currently this program is set up to 
generate the data for Table 6. 

c Program to use spectral method to find expectation 
c of stochastic fredholm equation, 

dimension a(200),eta(100) 
real* 8 xx 
xx=594281. 
b=0.5 
bb=0.2 
ntrial=20000 
pi=3.141592654 
nt=64 

c do 73 nnn=l,6 
mt=l 
do 74 mmm=l,6 
mt=2*mt 
ant=ntrial 
am=mt 
dx=1.0/am 
dx2=sqrt(dx) 
pvl=0.0 
pv2=0.0 
var=0.0 
do 70 ntt=l,ntrial 
call rand(xx,mt,eta) 
do 150 n=l,nt 
an=n 
s=0.0 
x=-dx 
do 175 i=l,mt 
x=x+dx 
hlpl=2.0*sin(an*pi*x) 
hlp2=(an*pi)**2-b 

175 s=s+hlpl*bb*dx2*eta(i)/hlp2 
hlp3=(-2.0)*cos(an*pi) 
hlp4=(an*pi)**3-b*an*pi 

150 a(n)=hlp3/hlp4+s 
8=0.0 
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do 30 n=l,nt 
an=n 

30 s=s+a(n)*sin(an*pi*.5) 
pvl=pvl+s/ant 
pv2=pv2+s*s/ant 

70 continue 
var=pv2-(pv 1 *pv 1) 
write(6,151) nt,mt 
write(4,*) nt,mt 

151 format(5x,i6,5x,i6) 
print *,ntrial,pvl,pv2,var 
write(4,*) ntrial,pvl,pv2,var 

74 continue 
c 73 continue 

stop 
end 

subroutine rand(xx,mt,eta) 
real*8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2) 
dimension eta(lOO) 
a=16807 
b=2147483647 
mm=mt/2 
do 57 j=l,nim 
do 55 1=1,2 
id=a*xx/b 
d=id 
xx=a*xx-d*b 

55 mg(i)=xx/b 
pi=3.141592654 
ul=mg(l) 
u2=mg(2) 
hlp=sqrt(-2.0*alog(ul)) 
randl =hlp*cos(pi*2.0*u2) 
rand2=hlp*sin(pi*2.0*u2) 
k=2*j-l 
eta(k)=randl 

57 eta(k+l)=rand2 
retum 
end 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM ST0FRED2.F 

This Fortran 77 code is the discrete method. Currently it is set up to 
generate the data in Table 7. 

c Program to use second method to fmd phi of 
c stochastic Fredholm equation. 

dimension ap(101,101),pnew(101),ff(101),g(101,101) 
dimension x(101),pold(101),eta(101) 
real*8 xx 
xx=594281 
b=0.5 
bb=1.0 
pi=3.141592654 
ep=.00001 
mr=8000 
n=l 
do 66 q=l,6 
n=n*2 
nm=l+n/2 
an=n 
dt=1.0/an 
dt2=sqrt(dt) 
do 10 i=l,n+l 
ai=i-l 
pold(i)=0.0 

10 x(i)=ai*dt 
call apcalc(x,n,pi,ap) 
call ffcalc(x,n,ff) 
call gcalc(x,n,pi,g) 
amr=mr 
smr=0.0 
smr2=0.0 
var=0.0 
do 87 imr=l,mr 
call rand(xx,n,eta) 

57 continue 
do 20 i=l,n+l 
sl=0.0 
s2=0.0 
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do30j=l,n 

si =b*(ap(i,j)*poldO")+ap(i,j+l)*pold(j+l))*dt/2.0+sl 
30 s2=g(i,j)*bb*etaO")*dt2+s2 
20 pnew(i)=sl+s2+ff(i) 

hlp=0.0 
do 37 i=l,n+l 
hip 1 =abs(pnew(i)-pold(i)) 
if (hlpl.gt.hlp) hlp=hlpl 

37 continue 
if (hlp.gt.ep) goto 58 
goto 59 

58 do 38 i=l,n+l 
38 pold(i)=pnew(i) 

goto 57 
59 continue 

smr=smr+pnew(nm)/amr 
smr2=smr2+(pnew(nm) *pnew(nm))/amr 

87 continue 
var=smr2-(smr*smr) 
print *,mr,n,smr,smr2,var 
write (3,*) mr,n,snir,smr2,var 

66 continue 
stop 
end 

subroutine apcalc(x,n,pi,ap) 
dimension x(101),ap(101,101) 
do 305 i=l,n+l 
do 307 j=l,n+l 
if (i.gt.j) goto 323 
if (j.gt.i) goto 321 
ap(i,j)=(4/pi)*(sin((pi/4)*(xa)))-cos((pi/4)*x(j)))*sin((pi/4)*x(i)) 
goto 307 

321 ap(i,j)=(4/pi)*(sin((pi/4)*(xa)))-cos((pi/4)*xO')))*sin((pi/4)*x(i)) 
goto 307 

323 ap(i,j)=(4/pi)*(sin((pi/4)*(x(i)))-cos((pi/4)*x(i)))*sin((pi/4)*xO")) 
307 continue 
305 continue 

retum 
end 
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subroutine ffcalc(x,n,ff) 
dimension x(101),ff(101) 
do 303 i=l,n+l 

303 ff(i)=x(i) 
retum 
end 

subroutine gcalc(x,n,pi,g) 
dimension x(101),g(101,101) 
do 405 i=l,n+l 
do407j=l,n+l 
if (i.gt.j) goto 421 
if (j.gt.i) goto 423 

421 g(i,j)=(4/pi)*(sin((pi/4)*x(i))-cos((pi/4)*x(i)))*sin((pi/4)*x(j)) 
goto 407 

423 g(i,j)=(4/pi)*(sin((pi/4)*x(j))-cos((pi/4)*x(j)))*sin((pi/4)*x(i)) 
407 continue 
405 continue 

retum 
end 

subroutine rand(xx,n,eta) 
real*8 xx,a,b,d,mg(2) 
dimension eta(lOl) 
a=16807 
b=2147483647 
nn=n/2 
do 57 j=l,im 
do 55 i=l,2 
id=a*xx/b 
d=id 
xx=a*xx-d*b 

55 mg(i)=xx/b 
pi=3.141592654 
ul=mg(l) 
u2=mg(2) 
hlp=sqrt(-2.0*alog(ul)) 
randl =hlp*cos(pi*2.0*u2) 
rand2=hlp*sin(pi*2.0*u2) 
k=2*j-l 
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eta(k)=randl 
57 eta(k+l)=rand2 

return 
end 
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